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1 Introduction 
The Home-Grown Homes Project is a longitudinal study into supply chain development 
in the production of timber homes in Wales and is looking at what is needed to 
increase the number and quality of these homes. Its focus is in the building of better 
homes – better designed, specified, manufactured and built. The way we do this now 
has evolved from the effects of market forces, but it is not a process that helps us to 
deliver better buildings, and past attempts at isolated intervention have had limited 
impact. 
 
The project seeks to integrate a number of themes in addressing this inefficient 
process, by working with the clients who commission new homes, the manufacturers 
and contractors who produce them and the growers and processors who produce the 
raw material we build with.  
 
The Home-Grown Homes Project has a number of discrete work packages which focus 
on the sourcing of home-grown construction timber, the performance of timber 
homes from design through to occupation, a number of active construction projects 
using timber, the creation of a low carbon build solution and an education project. 
 
This report follows on from previous tasks within BM TRADA’s work package for the 
Home-Grown Homes Project, which looked into the way that timber is specified and 
used in construction, with its focus being upon manufacturing. The aim of this 
document is to help all those involved with timber frame construction to deliver better 
performing and longer lasting homes. 

2 Background 
Making the right decisions for the benefit of a building’s long term performance and 
user experience can be compromised by cost, lack of experience, and poor 
understanding of timber frame construction. 
 
While not exhaustive, this guide aims to highlight some of the key points to consider 
along the pathway of designing, constructing and maintaining timber frame housing. 
These points have been compiled reflecting on experience gained by delivering BM 
TRADA’s frameCHECK on-site quality consultancy service. By helping the reader 
understand more about the consequences of some of the decisions to be made during 
construction, we hope it will lead to a better designed and constructed housing stock, 
which will deliver performance and longevity beyond expectations. 
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3 Points to consider 

3.1 Design for durability 

3.1.1 Durability 

Much of the learning about timber and recommendations in this document stem from 
one important principle – don’t let timber remain wet (above 20% moisture content) 
for a prolonged period of time. Locate timber where it can breathe and remain dry in 
use. Consider what would happen if it did become wet – how could that water drain 
and evaporate away? Timber that remains above 20% moisture content for a 
prolonged time risks the eventual development of fungal decay, even if preservative 
treated. Consider trapped construction moisture, condensation and the risk of leaks at 
all stages of design, site construction and maintenance. 

3.1.2 Preservative treatment 

There are different levels of preservative treatment applied to timber, depending on 
the anticipated use. Even pressure treated timber often only achieves an envelope 
protection, and cutting it exposes untreated timber in the core, which should then be 
retreated. Different timber species have different permeability rates, so some do not 
absorb preservative as well as others. Timbers have different levels of natural 
durability too; however, even the most durable timbers and strongest preservatives do 
not hold off decay forever if high levels of moisture remain. Different preservative 
chemicals and different applications to timbers with differences in permeability can 
make the specification of suitable preservative treatment complicated, so advice for 
the intended application should be sought. 
 
In softwood timber frame construction it is common to use European redwood or 
European whitewood. These are both classed as non-durable timbers and it has been 
historically common to give them a light preservative treatment, to provide some 
protection should they become wet during construction or in use. Good design and 
workmanship should prevent them remaining above the decay threshold of 20% 
moisture content for a prolonged period of time and, given this, there could be some 
debate as to the need for chemical preservation. 
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3.1.3 External walls and the 150mm rule 

In order to help ensure long-term durability of the timber frame structure, all external 
wall structural timber components including sole plates should be installed at least 
150mm above external ground level. This reduces the risk of sole plates and the 
timber frame structure being exposed to ground water, high humidity or surface water 
runoff.  
 
Positioning external wall sole plates at least 150mm above external ground level is 
both a good-practice recommendation from organisations such as TRADA and the 
Structural Timber Association, and also a requirement of warranty providers such as 
NHBC and Premier Guarantee.  
 
In many instances, ramped access to the front door of the building is an adequate 
solution and allows sole plates to be 150mm above ground level with minimal 
additional work. For example, a single course of concrete blocks can be placed on the 
edge of the ground floor structure, allowing an internal to external level difference of 
at least 150mm to be achieved. 
 
 

 
   An example of ramped access to a front door.  
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Masonry upstand installed to the edge of a suspended beam and block ground floor to raise sole 
plate 150mm above external ground level. Ramped access can be provided at door thresholds. 

Where sites need to have full level access, with the difference between internal and 
external levels minimised, a more substantial masonry upstand or cast concrete kerb 
are common solutions, to ensure that sole plates are elevated to the desired location.  
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Blockwork upstand supporting sole plate and lifting it above ground level. 

Factors such as thermal bridging and structural hold-down should be considered at the 
design stage. Insulated service voids can help to mitigate thermal bridging. Hold-down 
straps can be tied into the foundations or masonry cladding where required.  

3.2 General design considerations 

3.2.1 Foundation tolerances 

Foundation tolerances are an important consideration for the installation of the timber 
frame kit. Foundations which are not of the correct size, position or level may not allow 
the sole plates and timber frame structure to be installed accurately.  
 
The following foundation tolerances are taken from BM TRADA’s book Timber Frame 
Construction, 5th Edition: 
 

• Lengths of foundations should be within ±10mm 
• Diagonals should be equal. Acceptable deviation is ±5mm for lengths up to 10m 

and ±10mm for lengths over 10m. 
• Foundation walls or slabs supporting sole plates should be levelled to ±5mm 

and the perimeter lined to within ±10mm. 
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When installing and setting out foundations for buildings with masonry cladding, it is 
recommended that the splash courses are not installed until after erection of the 
timber frame. If splash courses are laid after the frame is erected, their position can be 
referenced from the face of the timber frame walls, ensuring that cavity sizes are 
correct at ground floor level.  

3.2.2 Order of work 

Timber frame buildings are typically constructed using factory-made panels, delivering 
a fast construction programme on site. 
 
In order to realise the potential speed benefits of timber frame construction it is 
important to consider the build programme and to sequence follow-on trades 
accordingly. Timber frame sequencing differs to that of masonry construction.  
 
For example, with masonry construction the structural inner blockwork skin and outer 
brick leaf are built up together, before installing the roof and windows. In timber 
frame, the outer brick skin has limited impact on the structural performance and 
temporary weathertightness of the timber frame kit, installation of roof or fitment of 
windows. Therefore the brick cladding is not on the critical path and follow-on activities 
do not need to be sequenced with it.  
 
In order to maximise the potential speed (and therefore cost) benefits possible with 
timber frame buildings, the sequence of works should be: 

 
1. Erection of the timber frame kit 
2. Installation of roof coverings (at least felt and batten) 
3. Fitment of windows. 

 
Installation of roof coverings and windows should be sequenced to occur as soon after 
completion of the timber frame roof structure as possible. Once a weathertight shell is 
achieved, first fix services can be installed, along with insulation and linings, whilst 
masonry cladding is installed when weather conditions and programme allow.  
 
In order to achieve this, windows should be ordered and their delivery sequenced to 
coincide with erection of the kit. The timber frame panels will have window openings 
manufactured to tight tolerances so there is no need to wait for measurements to be 
taken of actual opening sizes after the frame has been erected. All parties should be 
clear on allowable tolerances for window opening and window unit sizes.  
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A weather-tight shell can be achieved quickly with timber frame buildings. There is no need to wait for 
the installation of masonry cladding in order for the installation of roofing, windows and follow-on 
trades to be carried out. 

Roofing materials and a roofing contractor should be made available to start on site as 
soon as the timber frame shells are ready.   

3.2.3 Internal wall sole plates 

Whilst internal wall sole plates do not necessarily need to be placed 150mm above 
external ground level, they should be installed above internal finished floor level. 
Located here, the timber can breathe, maintaining moisture content below the decay 
threshold. 
 
If sole plates are installed below internal finished floor level, there is a risk that 
construction moisture may become trapped in and around them, for instance, if wet 
services leak during the life of the completed building. As this type of detailing limits 
the ability of wet timber to dry, there is a risk of elevated timber moisture content and 
the development of fungal decay.  
 
In order to minimise the risk of construction moisture or wet services leaks leading to 
damage to sole plates, where necessary, internal walls should be constructed on 
masonry upstands so that the sole plate is lifted above internal finished floor level. This 
of particular importance where insulation and screed are to be laid over the ground 
floor structure. As with external walls, factors such as hold-down and thermal bridging 
will need to be considered.  
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Where internal wall sole plates are placed below internal finished floor level there is a risk of 
construction moisture or wet services leaks becoming trapped around the sole plate. 

 
 

 
Internal walls sole plates installed above internal finished floor level. 
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3.2.4 Floor joists 

Regardless of joist type, the most common construction method in timber frame 
buildings is to use platform frame construction. Floors sit on top of walls and walls sit 
on top of floors. This allows the floors to provide bracing and diaphragm action to the 
building, as well as providing a safe working platform for erection of the upper storeys 
of the building.  
 
The use of engineered timber floor joists is becoming more common, with I-joists and 
metal web joists dominating the market. Typically the choice of floor joist type is made 
by the timber frame manufacturer, based on their preferred method, manufacturing 
tools available to them and cost. However, it is important to understand the pros and 
cons of each, which may have an effect on the design detailing and fit out of the 
building.  
 
Solid timber joists, I-joists and metal web joists are used in a bottom bearing 
application – i.e. the joists bear on to the head binder of the wall panel below or where 
necessary are seated in joist hangers. Metal web joists can also be used in a top 
hanging application, where the top chord of the joist is extended into the wall structure 
for bearing, leaving the end of the bottom chord hanging free. 

3.2.5 Top hung metal web joists 

This metal web joist construction method avoids the need for joist hangers and can 
also avoid the need for lintels in wall panels if the header joist is designed to span over 
the opening. The top chord of the joist is extended into the wall structure for bearing, 
leaving the bottom chord hanging free. Metal web joists allow more easy routing and 
installation of services within floor zones without the need for follow-on trades to drill 
or notch joists in situ. 
 
Header joists used with top hung metal web joists should be engineered timber such 
as glulam or laminated veneered lumber (LVL) to avoid the risk of different moisture 
related movement and shrinkage characteristics.  However, this incurs a price increase 
over the use of solid timber and so some timber frame manufacturers have developed 
systems where top hung metal web joists are installed bearing directly on the head 
binders of wall panels which extend up into the floor zone.  
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Top hung metal web joists bearing directly on to wall panel head binders without the use of a floor 
zone header joist. 

Whilst this detail eliminates the need for costly engineered timber header joists, it 
incurs other costs, which are typically passed on to the main contractor, often without 
the main contractor understanding their increased responsibility. 
 
The main area of additional works revolve around plasterboard support and fire 
protection. The standard placement and size of timber components such as wall panel 
top rails, head binders and floor zone header joists all provide support for 
plasterboard linings, and header joists provide fire resistance within the floor zone 
through charring. But with top hung metal web joists, these components are removed 
or their location changed. Plasterboard edge support and floor zone fire resistance is 
now no longer automatically built into the timber frame structure. Further issues can 
result, including that of top edges of polythene vapour control layers on external walls 
not being supported or sealed. 
 
This results in the main contractor and the dry lining contractor needing to carry out 
additional work on site to install noggings for plasterboard edge support and to 
provide additional fire protection to floor zones where needed. Architectural detailing 
is often generic in these areas, so sometimes the need for additional fire protection 
works is not known or understood by the main contractor, which can lead to buildings 
with substandard fire resistance.  
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Internal non-loadbearing wall passing through compartment ceiling, providing a route for fire 
bypass. 

3.2.6 External wall cavities 

In timber frame construction, external wall cavities must be provided with drainage 
and ventilation. Drainage allows cavity moisture to escape and ventilation allows the 
timber frame structure to breathe and dry if it has become wet. The quantity of 
ventilation and installation details will differ between cladding types. Guidance is 
provided in Approved Document C and BS 5250 Code of practice for control of 
condensation in buildings. As a minimum, timber frame external walls require a slightly 
vented external wall cavity. A slightly vented cavity is defined as having ventilation 
openings equivalent to 500mm2/m at the base only. This ventilation provision is 
adequate for masonry cladding although timber and lightweight cladding systems 
typically require larger openings and may require these openings at top and bottom.  
 
An open brick perpend joint (75mm x 10mm) provides 750mm2 open area and so can 
be provided at 1.5m centres to deliver 500mm2/m. However in most cases, open 
perpend inserts are used which will reduce the open area to inhibit insect ingress and 
will need to be installed at closer centres to also suit brick coursing. The manufacturer 
of the inserts should be asked to confirm their open area and they should be specified 
and installed to achieve at least 500mm2/m. Often this means that open perpend 
inserts are installed in every other vertical perpend joint. 
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Open perpend vents installed in the brick course below the sole plate to achieve an open area of 
500mm2/m. 

Open perpends should be installed in the brick course below sole plate level. This will 
help any cavity moisture at the base of the external wall drain out before coming into 
contact with the sole plate.  
 

 
Full height, open perpend inserts installed through masonry cladding in the brick course below sole 
plates.  
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3.2.7 Cavity trays at ground level 

At the base of an external wall, cavity drainage and ventilation is provided with the use 
of open perpends and natural percolation of water into the base of the cavity. As a 
result, cavity trays here provide limited additional benefit and can introduce problems. 
Cavity trays are not necessary at the base of external walls with masonry cladding. If a 
cavity tray is fitted at the base of the external wall cavity, open perpend vents will need 
to be installed both above and below the tray to ensure that all areas of the timber 
frame wall panels and sole plates are provided with drainage and ventilation. An 
exception to this recommendation is short lengths of cavity tray installed above sub-
floor periscope vents only, but detailed drawings that show this are often 
misinterpreted as a detail which should continue around the building. 
 

 
If a cavity tray is installed at the base of the external wall cavity with open perpends above,  
the sole plate below the tray will not be provided with drainage and ventilation. Additional  
open perpends would need to be installed as circled. 

3.2.8 Gas membranes 

Gas membranes for radon protection or contaminated land require specific details for 
timber frame buildings. The installation of gas membranes passing across external wall 
cavities in timber frame buildings can cause problems in providing adequate drainage 
and ventilation to all areas of the timber frame structure.  
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Gas membranes are often required to pass from the inside, across the timber frame, 
external wall cavity and masonry cladding to the outside. Where suspended masonry 
ground floors are used, periscope vents generally result in the gas membrane passing 
below the sole plate and straight across the cavity above the periscope vent, as the 
periscopes block the ability for the membrane to be turned down as a cavity tray 
would. If a sloping cavity tray is then placed above this horizontal gas membrane, the 
sole plate will become enclosed in plastic on three sides and may not dry in service. 
This may in time lead to decay of the sole plate. 
 

 
Gas membrane in red with cavity tray in blue above. The area around the sole plate will not be 
provided with adequate drainage and ventilation. 

If full radon protection is combined with a suspended ground floor (such as beam and 
block), careful detailing at sole plate level is required to ensure all areas of the timber 
frame structure are provided with the required drainage and ventilation. It may be 
necessary to increase the height of any masonry upstand below the sole plate to 
enable gas membranes to be turned down the upstand within the cavity so as not to 
form a horizontal ledge. 
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3.2.9 Single storey projections 

Architectural design of buildings may sometimes include differing building footprints 
between the ground and first floor – features such as ground floor ‘lean to’ type 
features on the front or rear elevations of the building. Where this is combined with 
brick cladding, forming a weathertight shell to the building can take an extended 
period of time and independent support would be needed for brickwork at upper 
levels. This type of layout is therefore less suited to timber frame construction. 
 
Where buildings incorporate these types of features, it is not uncommon for the roof 
of the ground floor protrusion to be built against the brick cladding at high level. As a 
result, this section of roof cannot be installed until the brick cladding is complete. It is 
not uncommon for timber frame buildings to be completed internally before brick 
cladding is installed, but this cannot happen here and the build programme may 
therefore be affected by such designs.  

 

 
Roofing cannot be installed over this area until the brick cladding is installed above and scaffolding 
removed or modified.  
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Consider avoiding low level protrusions or ‘extensions’ to buildings at the design stage. 
Where these are unavoidable, consider changing to a lightweight cladding system 
above the roof, therefore allowing the roofing to be installed back to the timber frame 
wall rather than being reliant on brickwork. In addition, consider scaffolding 
arrangements and where possible avoid building scaffolding inside the building. 

3.2.10 Building systems 

Open panel is a tried and tested timber frame construction method. It is robust for site 
handling, reasonably resilient to weather during construction, easy to fix to and has 
good access for service installations. Higher levels of factory production, from closed 
panel walls to fully equipped pods are available and can bring many advantages such 
as speed and quality. It is likely that we will see higher levels of factory production in 
the future. Look for third party certification of these products. In particular, consider 
how the components fit together and cope with site tolerances, what the risk of 
wetting to delicate materials is during transport and construction, and whether timber 
elements are able to drain and ventilate in use?  

3.2.11 Timber cavity barriers and DPC 

It is common to use timber, at least 38mm x the external wall cavity width, installed 
around openings as cavity barriers. To prevent timber being in direct contact with 
materials that can transfer moisture to it a DPC should be used. However, timber 
cavity barriers should not be fully wrapped in DPC, nor should the DPC extend onto 
the face of the external wall panel breather membrane. The side of the timber cavity 
barrier facing into the cavity should be left uncovered to allow the timber to breathe. 
Full enclosure risks condensation and trapping water that may penetrate the cavity, 
leading to raised timber moisture content and the possibility of decay. Cover the face 
of the timber cavity barrier in contact with the cladding and fold it in to the window 
opening where it will lap with the vapour control layer only. 

3.2.12 Plasterboard and OSB sheathing size 

Sheet materials for UK construction are typically metric sizes, 2400mm x 1200mm. 
They fit well to studs at 300mm, 400mm and 600mm centres, with room heights up to 
2400mm. Board edges require support for structural and fire performance, so walls 
higher than 2400mm will require horizontal support noggings at junctions. This adds 
issues such as cost to production, difficulties routing services and increases thermal 
bridging. Therefore, for taller walls, panel products are and can be made available in 
longer sheets. 
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3.2.13 Adhesive tapes 

With advancements in glue technology, and specifications calling for better levels of 
air-tightness and product innovation, building performance is becoming more reliant 
on adhesive tapes. Care is required when specifying and applying adhesive tapes. 
Consider what may happen if the adhesive fails over time or the product is incorrectly 
applied. Tapes can adhere well to clean and dry surfaces, both of which can be a 
challenge on a construction site. They should be applied with a good proportion of the 
tape width to both surfaces. Tape needs to be pressed hard into place, ideally against a 
solid backing. Cyclic extremes of temperature, such as that found in an external wall 
cavity during multiple summer and winter seasons may allow movement or failure of 
the glue. Many details rely on the full adhesion of tape for the lifetime of the building. 
The known long term performance of correctly lapped membranes with mechanical 
trapping should not be replaced by the sole use of tape without careful consideration 
and risk assessment. 

3.2.14 Plastic sheeting: a friend and a foe 

Plastic sheeting prevents the transfer of moisture. While this may help to keep timber 
dry, it can also help to keep wet timber wet, by trapping moisture and preventing 
timber breathing. Humid conditions can also allow moisture to form on cold plastic 
surfaces and drain or absorb into timber. Large polythene sheets, such as temporary 
protection, roof membranes or air barriers can trap construction moisture, collect 
water from leaks and hide their occurrence for some time, make leaks difficult to trace, 
and channel water into small areas where decay can be significant. Think carefully 
about the intended and unintended consequences of using plastic sheet material. 

3.2.15 Window sizing 

Remember to use window frames of adequate width. When using a check reveal detail, 
where brickwork oversails the jambs, space will be needed to allow opening lights to 
operate and the junction of the cladding and window frame to be detailed for 
aesthetics and function. Internally, remember that any window vent should be located 
with consideration for allowing up to two layers of plasterboard which may be needed 
to the reveals and head of the opening.  
 
In multi-storey buildings, windows are often made slightly smaller than the repeated 
opening size the higher up the building they go, to accommodate differential 
movement. Differential movement is discussed in Section 4.3. However, it should be 
remembered that while differential movement causes gaps to close at sill level, it also 
simultaneously opens gaps at the head. A checked head detail or cover strip to match 
the windows are both methods which prevent cavity barriers becoming visible at 
window heads when differential movement occurs. 
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3.2.16 Balconies 

Balconies for timber frame buildings should either be independent and free-standing, 
with lateral support from the timber frame, or wholly cantilevered from the timber 
frame structure. Where free-standing balconies are specified, lateral restraint fixed to 
the timber frame must take account of the differential movement of the timber frame 
structure. Mixing independent vertical support at the front and timber frame vertical 
support at the back of a balcony risks issues with differential movement. 
 
Cantilevered balconies can be formed by extending sections of the floor structure out 
past the line of the external wall. However, the primary elements of a cantilevered 
balcony should not be formed using timber. Warranty providers such as NHBC do not 
permit primary elements of balcony structure to be formed using timber due to the 
risk of wetting and failure in service.  
 
Typically, the primary balcony elements are formed using steel beams tied into the 
timber frame floor structure with metal or timber joist infill. Timber infill joists should 
either be naturally durable timber or pressure preservative treated to achieve the 
desired service life.  

3.2.17 Sawtooth roofs and valleys 

There is a growing trend for ‘sawtooth’ (or zig-zag) roofs on rows of terraces, which 
present a gable front and rear, with a valley above party walls. This design can cause 
moisture ingress issues both during construction and in use. The practical risks they 
present must be weighed up against any perceived aesthetic benefit.  
 
At the time between the roofing membrane being installed and the valley being made 
watertight, rainwater collected on the roof is discharged onto the top of the party wall. 
Timber elements, mineral wool insulation and other materials become saturated just 
before party walls are lined, trapping moisture within the structure. This can lead to 
timber decay as there is no planned route by which moisture can escape. The problem 
is accentuated if a non-breathable air barrier is installed to party walls. 
 
In use, the valley area of a sawtooth roof requires occasional access for maintaining 
the flow of rainwater. Water leaks into the top of the party wall may occur if the valley 
and any associated hopper are not free draining. A valley can be a costly and time 
consuming area to repair. 
 
The design detail at the top of the party wall must maintain 60 minutes of fire 
resistance to the underside of the roof covering and consider the risk of interstitial 
condensation under the valley, plus any requirements for low level roof ventilation. 
The valley will need to be constructed with a fall, so the detailing must consider a  
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Sawtooth roofs create practical issues for weathertightness and a risk of water ingress into the  
party wall cavities below. 

wider, higher valley and a narrow shallow valley. This makes effective detailing and 
efficient site construction difficult. 

3.2.18 Raised heel trusses  

The junction of an external wall, horizontal top floor ceiling and cold roof has a 
considerable timber fraction, which increases thermal bridging in this area. The main 
advantage of a raised heel truss is that, by raising the heel it allows full depth 
insulation to be installed across the whole roof area, rather than it tapering away at an 
already thermally compromised junction. Insulation can also be run across the top of 
the external wall and into the eaves boxing to further reduce thermal bridging here.  
 
Raised heel trusses are popular in colder countries and the thermal benefits they bring 
are recognised here too. They can increase ridge height and increase material use on 
gables, so costs and planning requirements should be considered.  

3.2.19 Deep eaves and verge overhangs 

Deep eaves and verges provide weather protection to cladding and windows. 
Sometimes they can also provide some solar shading to windows in summer months. 
The use of a raised heel truss allows easy construction of deep eaves. The practical and 
aesthetic benefits that deep eaves and verges bring can be seen in architecture around 
the world. 
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Conversely, current architectural trends in the UK deliver many buildings with clipped 
eaves and verges, sometimes with concealed gutters. Detailing these areas to allow for 
differential movement, weather and insect protection between masonry claddings and 
the roof (fixed to the timber frame) can be difficult, both practically and aesthetically. 
 
Trapped rainwater in areas that are not visible or accessible, such as box gutters or 
hidden valleys, increases the risk of leaks into the structure, which is particularly 
undesirable in timber frame if it cannot be quickly identified as an issue in need of 
attention. 

3.3 Differential movement 

3.3.1 Explaining differential movement 

All timber frame building types will experience differential movement – shrinkage, 
closing of gaps and possibly some compression, which will need to be considered in 
the design of the building. 
 
Timber frame buildings are constructed using kiln dried timber. This timber is dried to 
an average moisture content of 20% or less. Like all construction types, timber 
buildings will go through a period of drying out after completion and occupation 
(typically 12 to 18 months). During this time, the moisture content of the timber 
structure will reduce to approximately 12% (although final equilibrium moisture 
content will depend on building occupation, heating and cooling). This drying of the 
structure results in shrinkage and movement of the timber.  
 
When timber dries, it shrinks. However, the height of a timber stud will remain 
constant; timber does not swell or shrink along its length, but it does swell and shrink 
across the grain (i.e. its width and thickness). Therefore, timber plates, rails and floor 
joists will shrink, causing a reduction in the height of the building. Shrinkage is 
therefore concentrated at floor zones, not within wall panels. 
 
Settlement also occurs and is a contributory factor in differential movement. Small 
gaps will close between components as the building is loaded and occupied. These 
multiple components are also concentrated at floor zones. There is a third element to 
differential movement, which is compression, but this is minimal in comparison to the 
other two. Compression of timber occurs when it is substantially loaded, which is 
minimised through good structural design. 
 
As a rule of thumb, a differential movement dimension of 1mm per 38mm thick plate 
or rail should be allowed. This figure includes typical shrinkage as well as an allowance 
for closing of gaps and compression. A 225mm deep floor solid timber joist may 
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experience up to 6mm of differential movement. An engineered timber joist (such as 
an I-joist or metal-web joist) may experience 2mm or 3mm of differential movement.  
 
Because of the variations in moisture content at delivery and final use, variations in 
tightness of build, whether solid or engineered timber is used, and the number of 
components used, differential movement dimensions are not an exact science. 
However, underestimating likely differential movement can cause expensive damage. 
Leaving an adequately sized gap in the correct location can save damage and 
expensive repairs. The timber frame manufacturer should be consulted for anticipated 
differential movement for their particular kit design. 
 
Considering the location of horizontal cross-grain timber, in a two-storey building it is 
likely that there will be a ground floor sole plate, wall panel bottom rail and top rail. On 
the first floor there will typically also be a sole plate (or sometimes called a locator 
plate on upper floors) along with a wall panel top and bottom rail. If solid timber floor 
joists are used, the total shrinkage may be: 
 

• 4mm for the ground floor panels (1mm x sole plate + bottom rail + top rail + 
heading binder) 

• 4mm for the first floor panels (1mm x sole plate + bottom rail + top rail + head 
binder) 

• 6mm for the solid timber first floor joists.  
 
In a typical two-storey house, the total height of the building may reduce by 4 + 4 + 6 ≈ 
14mm.  
 
Where the timber frame structure interfaces with other continuous vertical materials 
such as masonry cladding or steel posts, this difference in movement characteristics 
must be considered. For example, at eaves level the roof may move down by 
approximately 14mm; but if masonry cladding is built up to and is touching the 
underside of the roof trusses, downward movement of the roof timbers will be 
prevented at the interface with the masonry cladding. The timber frame structure will 
still move downwards, but the roof will remain stuck on the cladding; with the roof left 
behind, gaps open between timber components and damage occurs.  
 
Expansion and contraction of masonry with temperature and moisture changes can 
also be a factor in differential movement. Low movement masonry is recommended to 
minimise the contribution that masonry can play in differential movement 
considerations. 
 
The following diagram shows typical differential movement allowances at windows and 
eaves where masonry cladding is used with timber frame. If fillers are used in gaps, the 
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compressed dimension of the filler should be added to the noted dimensions. The 
ability for a window sill to compress any filler located under it, rather than distort itself 
should also be considered. 
 

 
Typical differential movement at windows and roof with masonry clad timber frame buildings. 

3.3.2 Windows in masonry cladding 

The most common area where differential movement defects occur is at the interface 
between windows and masonry cladding. Windows are fixed and sealed to the timber 
frame structure to maintain the line of thermal performance and air-tightness. 
Windows will move down with the timber frame structure as differential movement 
occurs and so will also move down within the window opening formed in the masonry 
cladding. 

 
To allow the anticipated movement to occur without causing damage, gaps must be 
provided between the window sill and the masonry cladding below.  
 
These gaps must be sized to allow the anticipated movement to occur and will increase 
in size at every storey. Differential movement is cumulative up the height of the 
building; there will be minimal movement on the ground floor, with increasing 
movement allowances on each subsequent storey.  
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Example of differential movement gap below window sill. 

It is vital that movement gaps remain clear of debris such as mortar snots, 
packer/spacers etc. Any hard materials blocking gaps risk preventing movement and 
may result in damage. 
 

 
Mortar snots in differential movement gaps may prevent movement occurring and may result in 
damage. 

Because of differential movement, it is difficult to maintain a weathertight seal 
between masonry and window frames. Seals are often specified for aesthetic purposes 
and to reduce the risk of insect ingress into the cavity. Any seal between windows and 
masonry should not be critical to the weather-proofing of the building, with the 
drained and ventilated cavity being able to manage and expel water ingress.  
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Mastic has sheared at the window jamb as it is unable to deal with the amount of movement 
experienced.  

 
Mastic sealant at window head failed due to window moving downward within the opening. 
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It should be remembered that, over the length and area of a window sill, considerable 
force is needed to compress many gap fillers. Sills may become distorted instead of 
compressing mastic or foam tapes, resulting in a sill back-fall towards the building. This 
may cause water ingress into the external wall cavity, internal damage and wetting of 
the timber frame structure. 
 

 
Seal below window sill prevented it freely moving downwards, causing significant distortion of the 
window sill. 

Foam sealing tapes can be highly compressible and if correctly specified will be able to 
accommodate movement without causing damage. The uncompressed tape 
dimension is critical when specifying the product for use here. If a compressible foam 
sealing tape is too thick for the window sill gap, it will need to be substantially 
compressed to install it, reducing the available movement it offers in use.  
 
Similar types of compressible foam sealing tape can also be used at window heads. 
However, sizing of tapes and gaps should be reversed compared to window sills, 
because where gaps close below sills, they open at window heads. Tapes should 
therefore be installed in their fully compressed state, to open up as differential 
movement occurs and the gap gets larger. 
 
At window jambs, the shearing action which occurs between the cladding and the 
window frame can be severe. It is a commonly seen failure of mastic seals. 
Compressed foam tapes can accommodate this movement more easily without failure. 
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It should be remembered that differential movement occurs only once, as the timber 
dries and gaps close. Also, that any seals here are primarily for aesthetics rather than 
weather-proofing.  

3.3.3 Sizing windows in masonry clad multi-storey buildings 

As the height of a building increases, differential movement will increase. When 
masonry cladding is used, the size and position of windows and masonry cladding 
coursing need to be considered. If windows are all of a consistent size to correspond 
with brick or block coursing, the increasing sizes of movement gaps on each 
subsequent storey will influence the size of the window opening in the masonry 
cladding. This can place them ‘out of step’ with coursing, so an alternative may be to 
consider making window frame sizes slightly smaller as they go up the building. 
 
With rendered blockwork, cut blocks or bricks can be used below windows to account 
for the varying sizes of openings; this will be hidden behind render. With brick 
cladding, cut bricks will be visible, and depending on the design detail, may be 
detrimental to the aesthetics of the building.  
 
There are several approaches which can be used to deal with varying window opening 
sizes.  
 
This first is to size all windows and window openings to allow for the largest movement 
values anticipated, i.e. all differential movement gaps are sized for the worst case 
scenario. However, on lower floors of the building, the movement gap will not be 
completely used up, leading to a larger visible strip of filler below the window.  
 
Alternatively, windows on each storey of the building can be reduced in height by the 
anticipated movement. This will allow all brick openings to be the same size and 
correctly coursed, but will require windows of differing sizes to be ordered and close 
control on site to make sure the correct windows are installed in the correct storey.  
 
Another alternative is to use some form of decorative brick coursing below windows, 
e.g. a soldier course. This soldier course can be cut to provide the required movement 
gaps and would be less visibly obtrusive than a cut brick laid in its normal orientation 
and coursing.  
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Cut course of brick below window to provide a correctly sized movement joint, whilst maintaining  
brick coursing. 

3.3.4 Differential movement at roof level with masonry cladding 

The roof structure bears onto the timber frame structure and will move downwards. 
Masonry cladding should remain independent of the timber frame and not take load 
from it. Detailing at eaves and verge will need to ensure gaps remain between the two, 
even after differential movement has occurred. Failure to allow this movement to 
occur can cause significant structural damage.  
 
Masonry cladding must be kept below the roof trusses or joists with a suitable gap 
between them. Eaves boxings and verge detail should not be connected to the 
masonry cladding and must either sit above or in front of the top of the cladding.  
 
If the roof trusses come into contact with the masonry cladding, the roof structure may 
be left behind as the rest of the timber frame structure moves downwards, causing 
damage and distortion to internal linings and finishes as well as passing roof loads 
through the non-structural masonry cladding leaf.   
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Roof trusses bearing on masonry outer leaf (left) with gaps opening up between the underside of 
trusses and timber wall panel (right). Trusses bearing on masonry have been indicated with an arrow 
and gaps between the trusses and timber frame wall have been circled. 

Being some of the highest points of the building, differential movement is greatest at 
the junction of the roof and the walls. Design details which allow differential 
movement to occur without the need for gap seals are preferable. For example, eaves 
boxings and barge boards that oversail the masonry cladding, hiding gaps behind 
them. Clipped verge details are particularly difficult to detail, as it is not practical to bed 
verge tiles on mortar.  
 
For all but small movement areas, mastic type sealants are not sufficiently flexible to 
allow movement to occur without resulting in damage. Flexible foam sealing tapes can 
be used to fill the gap. Gaps and tapes must be correctly sized to allow movement to 
occur and still provide a residual gap for the tape to seal. 
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Differential movement gap between verge detail and rendered masonry cladding.  

3.3.5 Lightweight cladding  

With masonry cladding, differential movement is cumulative over the height of the 
building. But with lightweight cladding systems such as render or timber, differential 
movement is concentrated around floor zones. This is because the vertical timbers 
(studs) do not change height, it is the horizontal cross-grain timber at floor zones which 
must be considered. 
 
At floor zones, where the horizontal cross-grain timber is concentrated, the 
combination of floor joists, wall panel rails and head binders result in approximately 
10mm of shrinkage for solid timber joisted floors and 7mm of shrinkage for 
engineered timber joisted floors. This localised movement at every floor zone requires 
a different approach to that of masonry cladding. 
 

 
Shrinkage of floor zone timbers. 1mm of shrinkage for each 38mm thick plate or rail. 2–3mm for 
engineered timber floor joists and 6mm for solid timber floor joists. 
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Lightweight cladding systems should include a floor zone movement detail. If no 
movement gap is provided, gaps are too small (or filled with sealant which has little 
compression), or vertical support battens span unbroken over the floor zone area, 
damage to the cladding can occur. There are additional defects which can occur due to 
this, such as floor joists/floors moving out of level. Standard render movement beads 
(such as those which may be used in rendered masonry movement joints) may not 
allow sufficient movement to occur.  
 

 
Bulging of lightweight render at floor zone. Inadequate allowances for movement were provided. 

 
Bulging of brick slip cladding at floor zones. Movement gap was provided but was filled with mastic 
which has prevented movement and caused damage. 
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Horizontal movement gaps of at least 15mm, running through sheathing, vertical 
support battens and cladding should be provided at floor zones. Gaps of this size will 
allow the anticipated 7mm or 10mm (engineered or solid timber floor joists) to occur, 
with a small residual gap being maintained to provide the necessary drainage and 
ventilation to the cavity. If intumescent cavity barriers are used, it may be possible to 
avoid drainage and ventilation detailing at every floor zone, although movement joints 
will still be required. 
 

 
Large movement joint at floor zone with ventilation grille. 

    
Large floor zone movement joints with plastic render beads which slip up behind the upper section  
of render cladding. 
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Cladding battens spanning over floor zones. As shrinkage of the floor zone timbers has occurred, 
gaps between plates, rails and header joists have opened. Structural load is now incorrectly being 
passed down through cladding battens and fixings. 

3.3.6 Junctions of lightweight and masonry claddings 

Where lightweight and self-supporting masonry claddings join, differential movement 
between these cladding types should be carefully considered. Lightweight cladding 
fixed to the timber frame structure will move downwards, but self-supporting masonry 
cladding will remain in place. Gaps will need to be provided below lightweight cladding 
where it is installed above masonry (much like gaps below window sills). 
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Lightweight cladding installed over self-supporting masonry. Gaps must be provided between the 
cladding types to allow downward movement to occur.  

Where masonry and lightweight cladding are abutting each other vertically, a shearing 
action will be present as differential movement occurs. Detailing should consider how 
this movement may be accommodated or masked from view. 
 

 
Vertical joint between cladding types. The mastic seal used may not be able to deal with the  
shearing action which will occur in this location and may fail in future. 
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3.3.7 Support considerations for cladding 

If a building is clad with masonry, any masonry cladding at high level which oversails 
the timber frame structure should not be supported on to the timber frame, due to 
differential movement issues.  
 
While high level masonry cladding support can be achieved with the use of an 
independent structural steel goalpost, this adds additional cost and complexity to the 
project.  
 

 
High level brick cladding above a flat roof at building step. In order to achieve this a significant steel 
structure was incorporated into the timber frame to support it. This increases cost, complexity and 
introduces thermal bridging. 

Ideally, such high-level cladding should be lightweight and fixed to the timber frame. 
Typically a render board, brick slips or tile hanging on battens is used, with a vertical 
movement joint formed between the lightweight and self-supporting cladding types. 
Consideration should be given to the aesthetics of changing cladding types on this line. 
To a trained eye looking at a finished building, this cladding change is an indicator that 
that the building is of lightweight framed construction. 
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Brick slips can be used in such locations, but lining up of horizontal mortar joints at 
vertical transitions between them and standard brickwork can be problematic 
aesthetically. When differential movement occurs, joints in the lightweight cladding will 
move downwards, so will not line up. It is also impractical to tooth brick slips into 
standard masonry, so a vertical line with butting half bricks will be necessary. 
 

 
Lightweight render cladding installed above step/stagger with stone cladding  
being installed to the right. 

3.3.8 Service penetrations through cladding 

Rigid service penetrations that are fixed to the timber frame, but pass through 
masonry cladding require differential movement consideration. Particular care is 
required at higher levels as differential movement dimensions increase with each 
storey. Common examples include boiler flues and overflow pipes, which must have 
gaps left below them in the masonry for this purpose. 
 
Rainwater goods may also be subject to differential movement. Where gutters are 
fixed to the timber frame structure, but downpipes are fixed to masonry cladding, the 
junction between them will need to accommodate movement. Swan neck joints with 
plastic goods tend to deal with this adequately on houses.  
 
Parapet walls with gutters or flat roofs behind them can be problematic with masonry 
cladding at high level if poorly detailed or constructed. Gutters and their outlets fixed 
to the timber frame will move downwards, compared to the static masonry cladding. 
Without allowances for movement, outlets may become damaged and leak or fall back 
towards the roof, preventing effective drainage of the gutters. 
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Overflow pipe tightly fitted through masonry cladding. As the timber frame structure falls,  
the pipe may become damaged or fall back towards the building.  

Similar details to those used for window sills should be used for rainwater outlets and 
gutters which pass through the masonry cladding. Gaps should be provided below 
pipes. Gaps should be large enough for the anticipated movement with an additional 
allowance for the compressed dimension of any foam sealing tape used. As with sills, 
mastic is not a suitable material to seal gaps. 

3.3.9 Differential movement and vertical internal services 

Continuous rigid vertical services installed over the height of the building will be 
subject to the same differential movement as external cladding, and this should not be 
overlooked. Soil pipes, internal downpipes, water supply and gas pipes, dry risers and 
vertical electrical service trays can all suffer damage from differential movement where 
they are fixed to or pass through the timber frame structure. 
 

 
Dry riser within a service riser. Shrinkage of the timber floor zones will result in the  
building moving downwards in relation to the dry riser. 
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There are a number of ways that this movement can be accommodated: 
 
Electrical services – cables and wires within service risers are often fixed to cable 
trays. Cables are typically sufficiently flexible to accommodate movement at floor 
zones providing sufficient gaps are provided between cable trays.  
 
Dry risers – due to the nature of dry risers, it can be difficult to accommodate 
movement at floor zones. As a result, it is typical to install dry risers as a continuous 
vertical run with pipe clamps loosely installed to allow the pipes to slide vertically 
within them. Where risers terminate at each floor zone, movement allowances should 
be provided between the terminal and any adjacent wall linings.  
 
Gas and water pipes – where rigid gas and water pipes pass vertically up through the 
building and tee off at each storey (for instance in a block of flats) movement should 
be dealt with at each floor zone. Flexible pipe or pipe junctions can be used to 
accommodate movement depending on locations. If pipes are installed continuous 
and vertical, joints and spurs can become stressed, leading to a risk of leaks.  
 

 
Mains water pipework within a service cupboard. Shrinkage of the timber floor zones will result in the 
building moving downwards in relation to it. 
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3.3.10  Differential movement and lift shafts 

Differential movement will also need to be considered at lift shafts. Lift shafts are 
typically constructed using timber frame panels, with either a masonry lift core or free-
standing steel cage constructed within them.  
 
Free-standing masonry lift shafts can create detailing issues. Lift doors are normally 
fitted to the masonry core, remaining stationary as the timber frame structure around 
them moves downwards. From the perspective of an occupant within the finished 
building, the lift door moves upwards (in reality it remains stationary whilst the rest of 
the timber structure drops). This movement can cause damage and distortion to 
internal linings. But in particular, where floor finishes meet the lift door threshold, 
either a step forms or the floor slopes up to the door. 
 
Whilst these issues can be mitigated to some extent, steel cage lift systems are more 
conducive to use with timber frame building systems. In this type of system, the lift 
door is fixed to the timber frame structure and so moves down with the rest of the 
building. The lift car is designed to stop at the door and can automatically 
accommodate movement.  
 

 
Timber frame lift shaft before the installation of dry linings and free standing lift cage. 
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Steel cage lift system used in a timber frame building. Lift shaft formed using timber panels clad with  
plasterboard to provide fire resistance. 

Steel cages are erected after the timber frame kit is completed (and typically after lift 
shafts are lined with plasterboard to provide fire resistance). Lateral restraint is 
provided using connections to the timber frame which must allow movement, typically 
a bracket with slotted holes or slip plates. At the top of the lift, there must be sufficient 
clearance between the rigid cage and the lift shaft ceiling/roof to prevent them coming 
into contact after movement has occurred.  
 
Plasterboard linings or sheathing with boards spanning floor zones may be subject to 
differential movement damage in these locations. This risks distorting lift channelling 
and the smooth running of the lift. Locating horizontal board edges at floor zones over 
solid timber and allowing small gaps between them, in accordance with board 
manufacturer’s guidance, allows differential movement to be accommodated. 
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Lateral restraint slip connectors. These provide lateral restraint to the lift cage whilst allowing 
downward movement of the timber frame structure. 

3.4 Manufacturing quality 

3.4.1 Panel tolerance 

Accurately sizing prefabricated panels is vital to ensure the timber frame structure can 
be erected within adequate tolerances on site. At the time of writing, there is no 
ratified British or European standard for the fabrication of timber frame panels. 
However, a provisional standard, prEN 14732 Timber structures – Prefabricated wall, floor 
and roof elements – Requirements lists a number of tolerances for walls, floor and roof 
panels. Whilst this standard is not yet approved, these tolerances provide a useful 
reference. 
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The following tolerances are included in the 2012 version of prEN 14732: 
 

 
 

Dimension (m) Tolerances (mm) 

Wall 
element 

Floor 
element 

Roof 
element 

Length ≤ 3 ±3 ±3 ±3 

> 3 ±4 ±4 ±4 

Height ≤ 3 ± 2 - - 

> 3 ±3 - - 

Width < 3 - ±2 ±2 

> 3 - 0/-5 0/-5 

Thickness ± 2 ± 2 ± 4 

Diagonal ≤ 6 5 5 5 

> 6 7 7 7 

Openings 0/+5 0/+5 0/+5 

 
Whilst the above tolerances provide a reasonable baseline for panel fabrication, it may 
be beneficial to take length and height tolerances as having no positive tolerance, i.e. 
panels must not be taller or longer than specified.  
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For example, if three wall panels forming the façade of a building are all constructed at 
their maximum allowable positive tolerance, the overall length of the façade could be 
between 9mm and 12mm too long, which would then displace corner junctions and 
other walls.  
 
If all walls were constructed at their minimum tolerance the wall could be between 
9mm and 12mm too short. However, junctions between walls along the façade could 
then be packed out to bring the overall length of the wall much closer to the intended 
size. It is far easier to pack out a gap than to cut panels down if cumulative tolerances 
become excessive.  

3.4.2 Stud tolerance 

In addition to the tolerance for panel manufacture, there are tolerances in the structural 
timber grading rules for bow, spring and twist. BS 4978 Visual strength grading of 
softwood. Specification provides the following tolerances for GS grade timber:  
 

 
Extract from BS 4978 showing allowable distortion tolerances for GS grade timber. 

Strength class is dependent on both grade and species – typically a GS grade timber of 
the species used in timber frame buildings translates to a strength class of C16. 
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Illustration of bow, sprint and twist in timber studs forming a timber frame panel. 

Distortion of timber members have a number of considerations. Typically, bow of 
timber will be important for timber panel fabrication. If bowed studs are used at the 
ends of panels, it can result in panel joints not being flush and the overall length of 
multiple panels growing slightly unless the bow can be straightened out and panel 
joints closed during erection.  
 
Spring will often pose the biggest issue to follow-on trades such as dry lining or the 
installation of kitchens and bathrooms. Spring can result in deviations in line at mid-
height which can be particularly evident when installing kitchens or bathrooms against 
walls.  
 
Whilst these distortion limits are included in the grading standards, it is not uncommon 
for structural timber to have considerably tighter tolerances than this. When specifying 
and using home-grown timber, distortion may be closer to the limits listed in the 
grading standard.  
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3.4.3 Fabrication accuracy 

Manufacturing tolerance on panels not only considers the overall dimensions of the 
panels and distortion of timber members, but tightness and accuracy of fabrication.  
 
There are a number of examples of this – the first being gaps between studs and rails. 
 
Where studs and rails are butted against one another, small gaps can form. These gaps 
can occur as a result of either studs being of differing lengths, or because panels are 
not held tightly together when joints are nailed. 
 

 
Gaps between studs and rails built in to panel during manufacture. 

Once a building is complete and occupied, these gaps can close over time, leading to 
greater than anticipated differential movement. During panel manufacture it is 
important to make sure all stud to rail joints are tight before the installation and fixing 
of sheathing boards. 

3.4.4 Load transfer through studs 

Where multiple stud clusters are fitted below lintels or supporting point loads, all studs 
must be cut to the same length to ensure that load is evenly distributed across them. If 
studs are of differing lengths, the tallest stud will carry all the load with a limited 
contact area on the rails or lintels above. This could result in localised compression of 
the horizontal timber causing movement.  
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Wall panel components must be cut accurately to length to ensure adequate vertical load transfer. 

The timber frame manufacturer should utilise quality control methods to ensure that 
wall panels are checked for accuracy and quality prior to delivery to site.  

3.4.5 Nailing sheathing boards 

The sheathing to timber frame wall panels (typically OSB or plywood to the inner 
and/or outer face) plays an important structural role – it provides racking resistance 
(bracing) to the frame.  
 
The timber frame engineer will consider wind loads on the building during the design 
stage and specify nail fixing centres for the sheathing. When the timber frame 
manufacturer is installing the sheathing it is important that these nails are installed at 
the correct centres and that they are installed fully into studs and rails.  
 
Panel sheathing is either nailed by hand-held nail guns or with automatic nailing 
gantries. Sometimes nail fixings miss studs, either through operator error or incorrect 
machine setting. Whilst occasional nails missing should not be significant to the 
structural performance of the building, where entire runs of nails miss studs and the 
structural sheathing is not adequately fixed, this reduces the racking resistance of the 
building. Missing nails are also a hazard to following trades. 
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Manual nailing of sheathing. 

 
A row of nails fixing structural sheathing missing studs. 
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3.4.6 Nail gun pressure 

Nail gun pressures should be monitored when installing sheathing fixings. If gun 
pressures are set too high, nails may be over-fired through the face of the sheathing 
board which can reduce their loadbearing capacity. If many nails are over-fired, the 
racking resistance capacity of a panel is reduced. With OSB sheathing often only 9mm 
thick, accurate nailing depth is important. Under-nailing causes nail heads to protrude 
and are a hazard, over-nailing risks firing nails through a substantial proportion of the 
board thickness. 
 

 
Significant over-firing of nails securing OSB sheathing to walls. Over-firing of nails reduces the racking 
resistance of panels. 

3.5 Thermal performance 

3.5.1 Wall insulation location and type 

There are a number of methods of insulating external timber frame walls in order to 
achieve compliance with building regulations, or to achieve enhanced levels of thermal 
performance.  
 
Each method has advantages and disadvantages which will need to be carefully 
considered, with the most appropriate method selected for a given project and its 
individual performance criteria.  
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With standard timber frame there are three locations where insulation can be installed 
in external walls: 
 

• Between the loadbearing timber studs 
• Within the external wall cavity as a partial fill solution 
• On the inner face of studs as a continuous layer or between service void 

battens. 

 
There are a number of insulation materials typically used in timber frame construction. 
These are: 
 

• Mineral fibre (e.g. glass or rock fibre batts) 
• Rigid foil-faced insulation boards (e.g. PIR, PUR or phenolic) 
• Natural fibre insulation (e.g. blown cellulose, wood-fibre or hemp batts). 

Mineral and natural fibre insulation products have the benefit of having a low moisture 
vapour resistance, i.e. they are breathable, which typically works well with timber 
buildings. However, they have the disadvantage that their thermal conductivity is not 
as good as rigid foil-faced products, so more insulation is required to achieve a given 
U-value. Natural insulation materials (such as wood or hemp fibres) are hygroscopic 
and can help to manage moisture within the wall system.  
 
Rigid foil-faced boards have much better thermal conductivity compared to fibrous 
insulations and so for a given thickness of insulation, a better U-value can be achieved. 
However, the foil facings to these types of insulation product limit the breathability of 
the board which may be of concern in certain types of wall systems.  

3.5.2 Insulation between studs 

Insulation is nearly always installed between the loadbearing timber studs and in some 
situations or building types this will be sufficient to achieve the required performance 
targets. Depending on the insulation type and cladding system selected, timber frame 
buildings allow target U-values to be achieved with a considerably thinner wall than 
masonry construction.  
 
Where walls only include insulation between standard sized studs, it is likely that rigid 
foil-faced insulation products will need to be used in order to be able to achieve the 
required thermal performance. If mineral and natural fibre insulation products are to 
be used, deeper studs or additional insulation may need to be specified.  
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Typically, 120mm of rigid foil-faced insulation is installed between 140mm deep 
external wall studs, leaving a 20mm residual cavity on the inside face of the wall for the 
routing of services. Where studs, rails and noggings are drilled to allow the routing of 
services, holes typically need to be formed on or near the centre-line of the studs, rails 
and noggings (these components should not be notched). With rigid insulation boards, 
this requires insulation material to be cut away to allow routing. This will have an 
impact on the performance of the insulation.  
 

 
Notching of insulation to allow holes for services to be drilled on or near the centre line of studs. 
Studs, rails and noggings should not be notched. 

For this reason, as well as providing advantages in air-tightness performance, a service 
void installed to the inner face of the wall should be considered. This will provide a 
void in which services can be installed without having to notch insulation and drill 
structural framing members.  
 
If a service void is used on the inner face of the wall, additional thermal performance 
can be achieved either by using a reflective vapour control layer or by installing 
insulation between the service void battens.  
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Reflective vapour control layer and service void battens installed to the inner face of a structural wall 
insulated with rigid foil-faced insulation boards. 

3.5.3 Partial fill external wall cavity insulation 

Partial fill cavity wall insulation may appear to be an attractive method of improving  
U-values and reducing thermal bridging. It provides a continuous external envelope of 
insulation over the outside of the building, reducing thermal bridging of studs and rails 
as well as reducing thermal bridging in harder to insulate areas, such as at floor zones, 
banks of studs or structural steelwork.  
 
However, there are a number of important considerations when thinking about partial 
fill insulation. These can be broken down based on insulation type. 
 

3.5.3.1 Rigid foil-faced insulation 
Rigid insulation boards such as PIR or PUR boards can be simple to install. They can be 
held in place with specialist insulation fixings and are able to support their own weight 
without slumping.  
 
Although rigid insulation boards do not typically absorb water, they must be protected 
with the use of a breather membrane installed over their outer face to help protect the 
timber frame structure behind. Without it, they risk water becoming trapped between 
the insulation and timber frame structure. For instance, rain penetration around 
windows in service could become trapped behind the insulation, wetting the timber 
frame external wall sheathing. The foil facings on the boards will limit the ability for 
this moisture to dry and can lead to increased moisture content in the structural 
sheathing board and timber studs, risking the development of fungal decay.  
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Placing a breather membrane between the insulation and timber frame wall panel (i.e. 
the factory-fitted breather membrane on the outside of the sheathing panels) will not 
allow this membrane to work as intended. Breather membranes are water resistant 
rather than waterproof, and typically rely on an adjacent air space to function 
correctly. Therefore an additional layer of breather membrane should be placed over 
the outer face of the insulation. 
 
It is important that the outer foil facings on the insulation boards are not taped. The 
metal facings to the insulation boards have a high moisture vapour resistance which 
can limit breathability on the outside of the frame – board manufacturers claim that 
the gaps between boards will allow some vapour diffusion to aid drying. If joints 
between boards are sealed with tape, a continuous and high resistance membrane is 
formed on the outer face of the board creating a vapour control layer on the cold side 
of the wall. Depending on insulation thicknesses, types and locations, this may result in 
an interstitial condensation risk and may prevent drying of the timber frame structure.  
 

3.5.3.2 Mineral/natural fibre batts 
Mineral and natural (such as wood-fibre) batts and boards are moisture vapour 
permeable and when placed on the outside of a timber frame wall system will be 
complimentary to the breathability needs of the timber.  
 
Whilst some products claim not to need a breather membrane installed over their 
outer face, either due to the material or coatings to the boards/batts, it is still good 
practice to install a breather membrane on the cavity face of the insulation. The 
inclusion of a separate breather membrane allows for a more robust defence against 
water ingress to be implemented. For instance, around window openings or where a 
cavity tray is to be installed, lapping with the breather membrane can help to deflect 
cavity moisture away from the structure. This can be of particular importance where 
items such as windows are installed within the line of the external insulation (to help 
with thermal bridging details, for instance). If water ingress occurs around windows, 
without a breather membrane and associated waterproofing details, it may be able to 
leak directly into the insulation layer and come into contact with the structural frame 
behind. Whilst these types of insulation are breathable and will enable the timber 
frame structure to dry when conditions allow, significant water ingress can overwhelm 
the breathability, resulting in elevated moisture contents for an extended period of 
time.  
 

3.5.3.3 Wall ties 
Where masonry cladding is being used with timber frame, wall ties must be installed to 
tie the timber and masonry leafs together. These ties transfer wind loads from the 
cladding back to the timber frame structure and are vital for the stability of the 
masonry cladding.  
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In normal timber frame external walls, simple bent metal ties are fixed into studs (via 
the sheathing board) and built into mortar joints. When partial-fill insulation is used, 
these standard wall ties are not suitable.  
 
Because wall ties must be able to provide lateral restraint, they should pass loads 
directly into the timber frame structure. If standard wall ties are installed over the 
external layer of insulation, the compressible nature of foam or fibre products will limit 
this lateral load transfer.  
 

 
Standard timber frame wall tie incorrectly installed to face of wood-fibre external insulation. 
Compressive strength of insulation is normally insufficient to allow adequate lateral load transfer. 

Helical wall ties can be installed through the insulation into the structural timber frame 
behind and will normally include plastic rings which can be used to retain breather 
membrane and act as a drip. Installation of these types of tie must consider differential 
movement of the timber frame structure and they are normally only suitable for 
buildings of up to four storeys (buildings over two storeys are likely to need to use 
engineered timber floor joists to limit movement).  
 
The timber frame manufacturer will normally install stud locator tape onto the face of 
the factory-fitted breather membrane to allow follow-on trades to locate studs. Where 
additional insulation and breather membranes are site installed, the locations of studs 
must be accurately transposed through these additional layers to ensure wall ties can 
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be installed into studs and not just into the OSB sheathing. Wall ties only fixed into the 
sheathing will not normally offer sufficient pull-out resistance. Accurately locating and 
hitting a stud with a fixing that must pass through breather membrane, insulation and 
sheathing can be problematic. 
 

3.5.3.4 Cavity barriers 
Fire resistant cavity barriers are required within the external wall cavities of timber 
frame buildings. Cavity barriers are normally installed onto the OSB sheathing in 
locations backed by solid timber. In a fire, the solid timber studs and rails backing the 
cavity barrier will prevent fire passing around the back of them.  
 
Where partial-fill insulation is used, the cavity barriers must still provide full closure. If 
they are supported and fixed to a combustible material, they may fail before their 
specified time. Either the insulation and/or cavity barrier manufacturer must have fire 
test evidence for the intended combination, or cavity barriers must pass through the 
insulation back to the timber frame structure behind the insulation.  
 
In locations such as around window openings, the addition of some types of cavity 
barrier (e.g. timber battens) will result in a  thermal bridge – something which the 
external insulation was likely specified to try and avoid.  
 

3.5.3.5 Breather membranes 
Breather membranes are typically installed to the outer face of the timber frame wall 
panels in the factory. If partial fill cavity insulation is to be used, this breather 
membrane will be overlaid with insulation boards or batts on site. Breather 
membranes are water-resistant membranes, not necessarily waterproof; their water 
repellent properties are often reliant on an air space being adjacent to the outer face, 
allowing the surface tension of water to form droplets which roll down with gravity. 
When overlaid with insulation, the breather membrane attached to the timber frame 
kit will not be able to function as intended.  
 
As a result, a second breather membrane should be installed over the outer face of the 
partial fill cavity insulation. This breather membrane can then be lapped with cavity 
trays and similar details to provide a robust and functional line of defence against 
water ingress into the structure. 
 
Applying large rolls of breather membrane to the side of a building, securing it to or 
through insulation and transferring markings to indicate stud locations for cladding 
fixing can be problematic. 
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3.5.4 Continuous rigid insulation to internal face of external wall 

Even with insulation installed between studs, where studs and rails pass from the cold 
side to the warm side of an external wall, they provide a route for heat loss through 
thermal bridging. Whilst timber has a reasonably low thermal conductivity, the thermal 
bridging created by the studs and rails can be reduced by installing a layer of insulation 
over their inside faces.  
 
The use of large sheets of rigid insulation allows this to be achieved quickly. Where foil-
faced rigid insulation is used on the inside the wall, its high moisture vapour resistance 
helps it to perform the function of a vapour control layer. The fixing method and 
locating of structure behind it to fix to must be carefully considered to achieve a robust 
connection. It is typical to install battens over the inner face of the rigid insulation, both 
to assist in retention of the insulation, and also to create a service zone and fixing 
material for the plasterboard and its screws. 
 
To ensure that plasterboard can perform to specification in a fire, it needs to be 
located where it will be unaffected by movement, have its edges supported and be 
adequately fixed to a supporting framework. Detailing this at corner junctions can be 
challenging. Care must be taken when considering novel wall build-ups as they may 
not have test data or other supporting evidence available to prove their performance 
in a fire.  
 
The foil facing on rigid insulation boards may act as an integral air barrier and vapour 
control layer if joints are taped and continuity can be ensured. A battened service zone 
on the inside face of the reflective foil may also perform as a low emissivity space to 
enhance thermal performance of the wall. While rigid insulation can also act as an air-
tightness layer, air-tightness detailing, particularly at sole plates and floor zones would 
need to be detailed separately. Ideally a separate vapour control and air-tightness 
layer is installed to allow robust details at junctions to be achieved.  
  

 
Rigid insulation and vertical timber service zone battens installed over the inside of a  
closed wall panel. 
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3.5.5 Room in roof insulation 

Building shape, material choices, order of work and quality of work all play a significant 
role in the thermal performance of room in roof structures. 
 
Two options exist for room in roof insulation. Either a) the insulation follows the roof 
slope down to the external walls, or b) it follows the line of the roof from ridge to the 
low stub wall, vertically down the wall and then horizontally at floor level to the 
external wall. While these design details may be easy to draw, they are particularly 
difficult to construct well. Consideration must be given to the practical aspects of 
effective material installation and their continuity. 
 
While rigid insulation delivers good thermal performance in theory, cutting it to fit at 
angles around roof slopes, noggings and studs means that gaps occur and warm air 
can exploit these gaps to seriously reduce the as built thermal performance.  
 
Roof insulation that follows the line of the roof slope is often simpler and easier to 
install well and typically provides the occupier with storage within the thermal 
envelope. Installing the structure for the internal vertical stub walls is best left until 
insulation, vapour control and dry lining are complete to the whole roof slope, so 
trades will need to coordinate to achieve this. 
 
Pre-insulated roof cassettes or insulated sandwich roof cassettes offer advantages of 
speed and factory quality. Attention needs to be paid to connecting cassettes without 
damage or loss of performance, early weathertightness and a roof build-up that does 
not suffer from interstitial condensation. 

3.5.6 Room in roof air-tightness and vapour control 

Achieving an air-tight line for room in the roof structures can be a challenge when 
using roof trusses. While the habitable spaces may appear simple, the significant 
challenge lies in the floor zone, where repeating structure of the trusses makes 
continuity to the ceiling below almost impossible. Large quantities of mastic, tape and 
timber blocking are often used in each truss bay in an attempt to seal it. As timber 
dries and shrinks in use, mastic splits and tape debonds, making the long term 
effectiveness of even carefully applied materials questionable. 
 
A wall structure using panels seated on a separate floor structure allows membrane 
continuity from the inside of the roof slope, onto the floor deck and around its outside 
edge, to lap with the wall panels below. Parts of this membrane need to be installed 
during the erection of the frame and roof. 
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3.5.7 Insulation types and their installation 

Be aware of the possible performance gaps that exist between manufacturers’ data 
and real world design and installation. Rigid insulation cut around structures may have 
gaps if insulation is not cut with edges parallel to the structure, or is cut too narrow. 
Flexible insulation can slump in use if it cannot support its own weight over time. 
Factory installed insulation may move, compress or even fall out during transport to 
site. Trades may miss areas that need insulation, or remove insulation to complete 
their work. All of these contribute to the energy performance gap between what design 
anticipates and the reality of construction achieves. 

3.5.8 Insulation and low emissivity spaces 

Timber framed buildings can benefit thermally from using foiled materials, such as 
insulation, breather membranes, vapour control layers and foiled plasterboards. Foiled 
insulations and foiled membranes can improve their thermal performance when a 
narrow air space is created next to the foils, due to the low emissivity the foiled 
surfaces create. This performance will be reduced if foiled surfaces are not clean, or 
the void is washed with air, transporting heat away. If the void does not exist or is too 
large, its benefit is also lost. Be aware of the product limitations and need for careful 
installation to specification so that the benefit of foiled surfaces can be realised. 

3.5.9 Breather membrane or vapour control layer? 

With various foiled membranes being used extensively on timber frame sites, it is 
becoming increasingly difficult to tell some of them apart. Putting a foiled vapour 
control layer on the outside of a timber frame structure instead of a foiled breather 
membrane could have disastrous consequences for the breathability of the structural 
timber. Trapped condensation within the structure may lead to decay. Be aware of the 
role of different membranes both in specification and application (both in factory and 
on site) and their distinguishing marks. 

3.5.10 Air-tightness detailing 

When designing low energy buildings, air-tightness is an important consideration. 
Generally, timber frame buildings have good air-tightness performance due to the 
presence of the vapour control layer on the inside face of the external walls; this 
provides a secondary function as an air-tightness membrane. Where higher levels of 
air-tightness performance are required, there are a number of additional details which 
can be used to help enhance air-tightness performance. 
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These include: 
 

• The installation of a service void to the inner face of the external wall. This 
avoids services penetrating the vapour control layer and improves its air-
tightness performance  

• Lapping of DPC, DPM and VCL at ground floor sole plate level to avoid air 
ingress under sole plates. 

An area where improving air-tightness can be difficult is at floor zones. With floor joists 
and floor decks bearing into external walls, there is no easy route for linking the 
vapour control layers across the floor zone from the inside of the building.  
 
The timber frame industry has developed floor zone air-tightness details which involve 
the installation of a section of breathable air barrier around the edges of floor 
cassettes during manufacture and installation. This air barrier can then be linked to the 
vapour control layers in the walls above and below the floor zone. However, this detail 
must be specified and included in the initial design and construction of the timber 
frame kit and cannot be retrofitted once the frame is erected.  
 

 
Floor zone air-tightness membrane wrapped around the edge of the floor cassette either during 
manufacture or during erection. 
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Floor zone air-tightness membrane detail is impossible to retrofit once the frame is erected and so its 
inclusion must be specified at the design stage. 

Early discussion with the timber frame manufacturer is important to ensure that air-
tightness targets are discussed and additional measures specified at the design stage.  
 
It is also important to convey the purpose of this floor zone air-tightness membrane to 
the main contractor. It is not uncommon for the timber frame manufacturer to 
incorporate this detail only for the main contractor to not lap it with the external wall 
VCL or trim it off thinking that it is a temporary protection membrane which needs to 
be removed.  
 
Similarly, air-tightness membranes at the junctions of internal and external walls 
should be considered and specified at the design stage so that the timber frame 
manufacturer and erector can incorporate those into their package.  
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Internal wall air-tightness membrane installed by the timber frame erectors. 

3.6 Structure 

3.6.1 Placement of sole plates 

Sole plates act as an interface between the foundations and the timber frame wall 
panels. Foundations should be levelled to a tolerance of ±5mm from datum. Where 
this is achieved, sole plates can be placed and fixed directly. However, if foundation 
tolerances exceed this, sole plates will need to be levelled and gaps packed to provide 
structural load transfer.  
 
When placing sole plates, the erection crew will install packers to achieve an acceptable 
level tolerance. Depending on contractual arrangements for delivering a level slab and 
tolerances achieved on site, packing may be structural or non-structural – if the slab is 
poor and gaps large, this may be the responsibility and cost of the main contractor. It 
is important that the timber frame loads are adequately transferred to the foundations 
and responsibility is taken for achieving this task. 
 

 
Gaps between the sole plate and foundations/ground floor structure need to be packed for  
structural load transfer. 
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BM TRADA recommend that gaps of up to 10mm can be structurally packed and sole 
plates fixed as specified. However, gaps exceeding 10mm will need comment from a 
structural engineer; longer sole plate fixings and/or structural grout may be required.  
 
Structural packers should be solid, non-compressible and inert – typically solid plastic, 
slate or metal with suitable corrosion resistance. Hollow plastic window packers are a 
common sight, but are not structural and must not be used for structural load transfer, 
as they may compress, leading to unplanned settlement and distortion of the structure 
above. Packer area should equal the cross-sectional area of the studs they support 
and/or be installed under every stud. Banks of studs supporting point loads should 
have full packing directly below them.  
 
Fully filling small gaps between the sole plates and foundations can be very difficult. 
Where structural grout is specified, it may be preferable to use packers as the primary 
load transfer mechanism with grout installed as a secondary measure.  
 
Any gap under a sole plate is a potential route for cold air movement and thermal 
bridging. Gaps should be closed to prevent this. Grout, mastic or expanding foam may 
be acceptable materials. 
 

 
Installing grout into the full thickness of sole plate gaps can be difficult. 
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Grout and structural packers used together to ensure consistent and adequate load transfer. 

3.6.2 Structural design to reduce stud thermal bridging 

Timber frame buildings benefit from their walls providing both structure and 
insulation. However, every stud installed for structural purposes takes a space where 
insulation could be. Efficient planning of stud timber to keep the percentage of timber 
in a wall low will improve thermal performance. A single stud may be located where it 
can provide a structural role and a plasterboard edge support role, rather than two 
being needed. Some studs can be rotated through 90 degrees so that they do not pass 
from the warm side of the wall straight through to the cold side; L type stud 
configurations are common at wall junctions now for this reason. 

3.6.3 Considerations when using engineered timber joists 

Be aware that the effects of water leaks, condensation, fire, or notching are not 
forgiving to lightweight engineered timber joists. Plasterboard specifications are likely 
to require thicker boards, as the plasterboard needs to contribute more to the overall 
fire resistance of the floor construction than if solid timber is used – check with the 
joist manufacturer for fire test evidence. Sites left exposed to moisture for long periods 
of time during construction risk weakening the engineered timber through expansion 
and contraction. Engineered timber joists are not typically preservative treated and 
timber section sizes are smaller, so small areas of decay can quickly lead to structural 
failure. The risk of condensation should be eliminated through good building design. 
While these joist types can allow the easy installation of services, it is important that 
services penetrations are not made in critical structural locations, such as the top and 
bottom chord or near bearing ends – consult the joist manufacturer for further 
information on where joists should be cut. 
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3.6.4 Bouncy floors 

Residents of buildings with timber joist floors can sometimes complain about the 
perceived flexibility or bounciness of timber joist floors. The floor joists should have 
been designed in accordance with standard span tables or joist manufacturer’s 
guidance, but the perceived level of deflection is unsatisfactory to some building 
occupants. This can be more of a problem with engineered timber floor joists, 
compared to solid timber, due to the increased factors of safety incorporated in the 
solid timber grading and design rules.  
 
Consider over-specifying engineered timber joist floors to improve their stiffness and 
reduce floor deflection and vibration problems. 

3.6.5 Structural design to reduce lintel thermal bridging 

Some timber frame designers do not use lintels over windows, instead installing 
continuous header joists within the floor zone to take loads over openings. This 
removes the need for both a lintel and extra studs as the load is shared evenly over a 
wider wall area. Floor joists are joined to header joists using hangers. Construction and 
in-use energy costs of both methods should be compared to determine the preferred 
method. 

3.6.6 Structural design to reduce costs 

While an engineer may choose to specify a steel beam for reasons such as material 
cost, availability, ease of calculation or slenderness, the possible issues such as thermal 
bridging, difficulty in passing services through it, and fixing materials to it should also 
be considered. Short term cost savings for the manufacturer may add to the costs of 
following trades and building users in increased energy use. 

3.6.7 Steel beams 

Combining different materials properties allows engineers to develop designs that 
meet architects aesthetic desires. In timber frame construction, steel can be used to 
create wider openings, more slender beams & columns, wind posts for stability, or 
support for large structural loads that are not over walls. With value engineering, some 
of the aesthetics of the proposed building are often compromised to save short term 
construction costs, but environmental aspects of construction and operation should 
also be taken into account. There is a balance to be struck on the embodied carbon 
and in use carbon that different materials have. A timber solution may offer an overall 
better choice. 
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3.7 Fire 

3.7.1 Fire resistance from the inside out 

Fire resistance to timber frame buildings is normally provided with the use of 
plasterboard installed to walls and floors. Typical periods of fire resistance required 
are 30 minutes for houses up to three storeys and 60 minutes for flats up to six storeys 
(18m). These periods of fire resistance are typically achieved with either a single or 
double layer of plasterboard.  
 
Historically the timber frame industry has been supported by plasterboard 
manufacturers providing test data for their products used on loadbearing timber 
frame buildings. However, some board manufacturers have been unable to provide up 
to date and current test data for modern timber frame designs. As a result, the timber 
frame industry commissioned a suite of fire resistance tests on loadbearing timber 
frame building systems with the intention to create a generic pattern book of fire 
resistance data which could be utilised with any plasterboard brand. Further 
information can be found on the Structural Timber Association website. 

3.7.2 Fire resistance from the outside in 

Building designers are familiar with using layers of plasterboard installed onto timber 
stud walls to provide 30 or 60 minutes fire resistance. When buildings are constructed 
within one metre of the site boundary, not only does fire resistance need to be 
provided to external walls from the inside of the building (using plasterboard as 
normal), but fire resistance to external walls must also be provided from the outside.  
 
Providing fire resistance from the outside in must be considered at the design stage, as 
changes may need to be made to the timber frame kit that more easily facilitate it. For 
example, OSB or plywood sheathing boards are commonly used to provide racking 
resistance to external wall panels. Where fire resistance needs to be provided from the 
outside in, this may need to be substituted for a fire-resistant sheathing board such as 
a cementitious board or a fibre-reinforced gypsum board.  
 
These boards may have different structural and mechanical properties which can 
influence the racking resistance design of the building. It may also be possible to 
overboard OSB sheathing with additional layers of fire-resistant material, but these 
additional layers will have an impact on building footprint, cavity dimension and 
loadings.  
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Where buildings have masonry cladding, some or all of the fire resistance from the 
outside may be provided by the cladding. Where lightweight cladding is used, this is 
less likely. Combustible cladding materials such as timber or composite panels may 
also need to be treated with fire retardant or substituted for a product with an 
improved reaction to fire classification.  

3.7.3 Multi-storey flats 

When building larger and more complex buildings such as multi-storey blocks of flats, 
it is quite common for all external and party walls along with many of the internal walls 
to be loadbearing. This may mean that all floors, party walls, external walls and 
internal loadbearing walls all require 60 minutes fire resistance.  
 
It is important that this is understood during the design phase, as wall thicknesses will 
vary depending on whether they are loadbearing or not (due to the increased number 
of layers of plasterboard required when compared to non-loadbearing walls).  
 
It is common for the architect or fire engineer working on a project to specify internal 
walls and doors within flats to have 30 minutes fire resistance to provide protected 
escape routes within flats. It is important that wall specifications consider both the 
need for fire resistance for means of escape as well as fire resistance for loadbearing 
capacity. Often loadbearing capacity requirements will be greater. Door lining sizes will 
vary for 30 and 60 minute walls. 

3.8 Services 

3.8.1 Installing services 

Services in timber frame buildings are typically installed between floor joists and either 
between the wall panel studs, or within a service void formed on the inner face of the 
wall. Early consideration and coordination of services can help to increase the ease of 
installation on site.  
 
The specification of a service void on the inner face of the external wall reduces 
disruption to insulation and the air & vapour control layer, helping to improve the 
thermal performance of the building. A service void also reduces the amount of 
notching and drilling of structural members follow-on trades must carry out.  
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Wall panel top rail and head binder notched to accommodate services between studs. 

 
Service voids on external walls and ceilings eliminate the need for notching and drilling of  
structural timbers. 
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If metal web joists are used, floor joists do not need to be drilled or notched to 
accommodate cables and pipes. Where trimmer joists are used to form stairwell 
openings, consider specifying factory made holes as notching and drilling of these 
members on site may require the input of a structural engineer and be difficult to 
access for drilling. If steel beams are used in the floors, factory formed openings for 
services are vital, as forming these with cutting tools on site can be difficult and a 
potential fire risk.  
 

 
Services installed under a steel beam as drilling this beam was not possible on site.  

The position of floor joists and larger vertical services such as soil pipes should be 
coordinated to provide an unobstructed vertical plane where these pipes can be 
installed. Floor joist layouts should consider the locations of services marked on 
architectural plans.  
 

 
Floor joist layout did not consider the positions of soil vent pipes in bathrooms leading to notching of 
I-joist chords, severely weakening it.  
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3.8.2 Accessible and maintainable services 

Think about where a service will enter the building and where it is needed in the 
building. How will it get from A to B without compromising the structure, the air-
tightness, thermal bridging, fire and acoustics performance? Consider where floor 
joists might need trimming to allow pipework to pass, whether pipes are small enough 
to be accommodated in the service zone, especially if they are to be insulated too. 
Ductwork for MVHR will require carefully planning for installation and maintenance. 
How easy would it be to add a charging point for an electric vehicle? 

3.8.3 Gas boiler location 

If the gas meter is at the front of the house and the boiler at the back, consider the 
routing of the pipe to ensure it cannot be accidentally damaged in use. Regulations 
regarding routing of gas pipes within flats can be onerous. Aim to locate boilers close 
to the entry point of gas to the building. Also be aware of the routing of primary flow 
and return pipework to any hot water storage, as these pipes can be particularly 
wasteful of heat energy.  

3.8.4 Location of bathrooms and kitchen 

Keeping plumbing services to one area of a house has cost and performance benefits. 
If a hot tap is a long way from a boiler, then water and heat are wasted each time it is 
used. A single soil stack is cost-efficient by minimising above and below ground 
drainage layouts. Short pipe runs require less planning and installation around the 
structure. They also reduce the risk of leaks through accidental damage or 
degradation. 

3.8.5 Location of electrical consumer units 

Under stairs cupboards are popular locations for consumer units. However, the many 
cables that converge there can cause issues for routes around stairway trimmer joists. 
Rules for drilling holes in solid timber or engineered joists must be understood by 
electrical trades and adhered to or the structure may be compromised. If non-
loadbearing walls formed of 63mm studs are used, they offer little space for accessing 
the stud void, without weakening studs and rails. Party wall plasterboard and solid 
timber blocking that is present in party walls can also present difficulties. 

3.9 Maintenance and future-proofing 

3.9.1 Ease of external maintenance 

When designing the external envelope of a building, consider access for maintenance 
and warning indicators that highlight a need for action. For example, a roof with a 
concealed gutter – how will this area be accessed for cleaning? Is there a safe overflow 
that will act as a visible indicator if it is not draining as intended?  
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3.9.2 Planning for the future 

With plumbing and electrical services buried in walls, adding to or replacing them in 
the future risks damaging materials that provide acoustics, fire, structure and thermal 
performance. As the way we heat and light our homes changes, how will we integrate 
new technologies such as heat pumps, batteries and heat recovery? Where will all the 
extra equipment go? Planning for these adds short term cost and extra space, but may 
well save money when changes are needed. Accessible service cavities will ease 
inevitable disruption. 

3.9.3 Window replacement 

Over the lifetime of the building it is likely that whatever the windows are made of, 
they will be removed and replaced, potentially a number of times. Consider how the 
window frames could be fixed to allow them to be easily removed with minimal 
disruption to the internal linings, breather membrane, cavity barriers and DPCs. Will 
the frame fixings be accessible? Fixings through the window frame into to structural 
timber would allow this. However, the current common methods of fixing straps 
running behind plasterboard reveals may cause unwanted damage to reveals and 
decorations in the future. 

3.9.4 Tiled walls 

Removing wall tiling when replacing kitchens and bathrooms often destroys the 
plasterboard linings they have been adhered to. The important role that correctly 
specified and fixed plasterboard has in providing fire resistance, air-tightness and (if 
duplex board) vapour control can be misunderstood during refitting works and it can 
be difficult to achieve continuity where small areas require replacement. Mechanically 
fixed splash backs, moulded shower enclosures and modern wet wall panel systems 
may provide better moisture resistance and ease of replacement than traditional wall 
tiling and grouting. Where tiling is used, specialist tile backing boards may offer better 
performance.  

3.9.5 Boxing in and cabinet support 

Order of work requires careful consideration when working in bathrooms and 
kitchens. The specified fire resistance, acoustic performance and vapour resistance of 
a wall must be provided to the structure. Boxing framing and services, for example soil 
pipes or WC cisterns should be installed after the structure has been lined to 
specification. If linings were to be installed around these, the services and penetrations 
into these areas risk compromising these important elements. 
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3.9.6 Tenants moving furniture 

Rental properties are likely to see a higher turnover of residents than owner-occupied 
dwellings. The ease of moving large items of furniture around corners and up 
staircases should be considered to reduce the risk of damage to surfaces.  

3.9.7 Separate service zones 

Creating separate service zones directly behind wall and ceiling linings has advantages. 
They allow easy service installation, improve accessibility and allow reconfiguration 
when necessary, without damage to the wall and ceiling linings that give fire, acoustic, 
air-tightness and vapour control performance to the structure. There is a small 
reduction in available habitable area to consider. 

3.9.8 Robustness of walls 

Fixing cabinets, shelves, or other heavy items into a plasterboard wall is best done into 
a stud, although it is unlikely that studs occur in the locations desired. In bathrooms 
and kitchens it is common to construct walls with a layer of timber sheathing board 
fixed over or cut between the studs prior to dry lining. This same method can be used 
elsewhere to improve the robustness of the wall and allow fixings for heavy items to 
be installed at will.  Fibre-reinforced gypsum boards could be used instead of a layer of 
timber sheathing and a layer of plasterboard, but the additional cost would need to be 
considered. 
 
 




